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SodalistS. Take Act Of Consecration At Cathedral

MASQUE SOCIETY TO. PREMIER WITH SHAKESPEARE
Jerry Simon, Kay Steelman Star In Leads Of
Bard's Hilarious ''Tlie Tami11g of the .Shreiu"

Tony Schmitt and Dorothy Duffy Emote

By Wayne Fehr
The Xavier University Masque .Society opens its 1957-:53
season this evening with Shakespeare's "The Taming of the
Shrew." Performances will be at 8:30 p.m. tonight, Saturday,
and Sunday in the South Hall Theatre. The Masquers have
been rehearsing daily for weeks to perfect their presentation
of this rollicking comedy, which
is the basis for the musical Koiss
Me, Kate. The play will be
done as nearly as possible the

way it was done in Shakespeare's
day, with actors ·making their
entrance through the audience.
The only Elizabethan feature

Speci~l

Mass To Be Celebrated Sunday
As Sixty Eiglit Students Enter Sodality
By Mike 1'lnrkic1vicz

conspicuously absent will be
Sunday, Dec. 8, the Feast of the Immaculate Conception
the groundlings.
of the Blessed Virgin Mary, some sixty-eight men of Xavier
The plot of the comedy is University will be received into the Senior Sodality of the
rathe1· intricate, with numerous' Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
The reception which is to
sub-plots and unexpected developments. The shrew of the title take place at the newly reno- apply for membership in the
is Kathrina, who is all that her vated Cathedral of St. Peter-in- Senior Sodality, whose purpose
epithet implies. Her younger Chains will begin at 4: 30 p.m. is the sanctification of self, the
sister Bianca is the complete The consecration will be followed sanctification of others, and the
opposite of Kathrina, and is by Benediction of the Most defense of the church. Some of
pursued by a host of sui'tors. Blessed Sacrament which will the duties of a Sodalist are a
Among them are Hortensio, be followed by the Holy Sacri- minimum fifteen minute daily
Gremio, and Lucentio. But be- fice of the Mass. A reception meditation, daily rosary and daily
fore Bianca can accept a suitor, supper for Sodalists and their mass and communion, if possiit is the Italian custom that her family and friends will follow ble. The Sodalists also have a
older sister Kathrina must be in the Baden Room of the F'en- series of , apostolic works in
successfully married off. To wick Club. The Very Rev. which they must take an active
solve this ·problem, Hortensia Bishop Clarence J. Issenmann, part. The primary apostolate
appeals to Petruchio, a friend of Auxiliary Bishop of the Arch- this year is the project Operahis wife who has come to Padua diocese of Cincinnati will offic- tion Christ. The sodalists engage
in an active social program two
to find a wealthy wife. The loud, iate at the ceremonies.
of
whose highlights are the anThe
candidates
for
reception
boisterous Petruchio sets out to
tame the shrewish Kathrina, have successfully completed their nual victory dance after the U.C.
and the process provides many probation period and will begin game and the annual variety
their duties as Senior Sodalists show which the probation group
a laugh for the audience.
immediately
after they take the presents during Lent.
The director of the play is
act
of
Consecration.
Any mem(Continued on Page 8)
Mr. otto A. Kvapil, the Masque
Society's capable new mentor, ber of Xavier University may
whose wide experience is a
Sympathy ls extended to Mike
valuable asset for t?ie group.
Xavier University
Markiewicz,
Miss Rosemary Renner is the
Assistant Director, and Dick News reporter, on the death of
his grandfather.
(Continued on Page 8)

PRIEST, "CARDINAL", LAWYER RECEIVE ST. FRANCIS MEDALS

Fr. Breen, S.J., Stan Musial, Ed. Becker
Given Honors On Communion Sunday

be Rev. Aloysius A. Breen, S.J.,
given to him by his teammates:
"To Stanley F1·ank Musial-an the present emeritus-treasurer
emblem from his teammates. An of X.U. Fr. Breen has been
·outstanding artist in his pro- president of th re e colleges:
By Denny Doherty
fession; the possessor of many Rockhurst College, Kansas City,
Stan "The Man" Musial seems
get a hit every time he baseball records; a gentleman in Missouri, Regis College, Denver,
steps up. And this Sunday, December 8, he will be rewarded every sense of the word; adored Colorado and St. Mary's College,
for his "play" off the field. Stan, along with Rev. Aloysius A. and worshipped by countless St. Mary's, Kansas. At one time
Breen, S.J. and Edwin G. Becker, will receive the St. Francis thousands; the perfect answer to he was managing editor of The
Xavier Medal of Xavier University.
a manager's prayer; to this we Queen's Work, the national soThe occasion is the St. Francis
.
dality publication. Before comXavier Anniversary Mass which ~o?1ulo, ambassa~or of the Ph1l- attest with our signatures."
ing
to Xavier in 1932, Father
S
ta
n,
a
member
of
St.
will be held in Memorial Field- hpmes to the United States.
house at IO: 30 a.m. This is the
Stan, a star perf~rmer bot.h Raphael's Parish in St. Louis, is was a member of the faculty of
Mass for the Annual Universal on and off the diamond, is the father of three. He has one John Carroll University in
Communion Sunday of the X.U.
\
,.
Alumni Association. Very Rev.
. ·,.
Paul L. O'Connor, president of the
university, will award the medals
to these gentlemen for demonstrating in their lives the qualities which distinguished St.
Francis Xavier. The presentations
will be made at the breakfast
which will be held in the
Armory.
St. Francis Xavier, one of the
greatest missionaries in the history of the Catholic Church, was
a Jesuit during the sixteenth
century. During his studies at
the University of Paris, Francis
met St. Ignatius of. Loyola and
joined his newly formed company. Before joining St. Ignatius,
Francis ·had been a teacher at
the University of Paris and was
Mr. Edw. G. Becker
·Stan "The Man"
Fr. Aloysius A. Breen, S •.J.
known for his athletic prowess
·
Cleveland.
on the cinder path. After be- respected and admired by the son, a remarkable athlete, atcoming a Jesuit, he traveled to entire baseball world. He boasts tending Christian Brothers High
Mr. Edwin G. · Becker, the
the East where he founded a .342 lifetime . average, is on School, and his two daughters third recipient of the Medal,
numerous schools and converted the_ verge of becoming a member will attend Villa Duchesne. (This is an attorney and a twenty-four
thousands of pagans.
of the 3000 hit club and has writer had the privilege of year m~mber of the Cincinnati
This award has previously played in fourteen All Star speaking with Stan Musial dur- School Board. In addition to the
been •bestowed on Bishop Fulton games, a major league record. ing training last spring, and I Board of Directors of the UniJ. Sheen; Fr. James Keller, M.M.,
An 1'example of how respected have never met a nicer gentle- versity of Dayton. He holds
bachelor degrees from Xavier,
founder of • t he Christopher he is by his fellow baseball man.)
(Continued on Page 8)
Also receiving the award will
Movement; and General Carlos players can be found on a plaque

to

Fehr, Brislane
Annex Tropliy
For XU Philops

The Philopedian Debatin, Society has brought home another
honor for Xavier University. Dan
Brislane and Wayne Fehr won
the first-place -trophy for the affirmative team at the Chicago
Jesuit Centennial Debate Tournament held last Friday and Saturday at Loyola University.
This international tournament
brought Jesuit schools from ten
states, the District of Columbia,
and Canada to debate the national intercollegiate topic, "Resolved: that the requirement of
membership in a labor organization as a condition of employment shoul'd be illegal." Among
those present were Holy Cross
College, Georgetown University,
St. Louis University, Marquette
University, Loyola College of
Montreal, Regis College of Den( Continued on Page 8)

BULLETIN
CLASSES RESUME AFTER
THE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
at 8:30 a.m. on Friday, Janu·
ary 3, 1958.
This regulation . published in
the current University Catalogue, p. 67, will be strictly
enforced. "ANl'.- STUDENT
WHO ABSENTS HIMSELF
FROM CLASS WITHOUT A
SUFFICIENT REASON WILL
BE DROPPED FROM THE
COURSE."
All students are urged to take
advantage of the Christmas
holidays to review for their
Semester Examinations wbleb
begin on l\londay, January H,
1958.
Henry J. Wirtenber,er, S.J.

...

'
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Apology

Letter To The Editor

The editor of the Xavier News wishes to personally
apologize to the Rifle Club of Xavier University for the .lack Dear Mr. Editor:
of publication of that group's Invitational at Xavier, Friday,
Since the beginning of the school year The News has been taking
Nov. 22. It seems as though the copy was misplaced by the frequent pot-shots at the student bod:y. · The paper has condemned
editor and was not set in type. We hope that the Rifle Club the "so what" attitude of the upperclassmen, non-student support at
will accept our apologies.
·
various University-sponsored functions, the students.' conduct on and

Goocl Go
Congratulations are certainly more than in order· to the
Military department of Xayi.er and to anyone wh9 \_Vas .resp~n
sible for one of the ·best M1htary Balls held at Xavier m quite
some time. This was an example of the heights to which any
group of men can rise if they work a~ a unit. That dance ~as
just a sample of what could be done if the students of Xavier
Universi'ty always gave their fullest ~up~ort to each a!ld every
act_ivity promoted by campus orgamzat10ns. Something even
more important, however, was the conduct of the students
_that night. It was quite worthy of the na~e "Xavier men."
There will be few people, if any, who were m attendance that
night who will disagree on this fact, namely that it was an
excellent function.

A Little Plug
If you'd like to give one of our fellow newspapermen a
hand take a look at Jerry Rubin's column in the Cincinnati
Post.' Jerry does a good job of reporting and promoting the
activities of the youth of this city. In addition to this, Jerry
runs some articles on activities here at Xavier. He'd probably
appreciate your comments and any suggestions you can make
concerning his page.
'·

Public Relations
Congratulations are in order for Fr. O'Brien and his hard
working crew of Operation More .<Musketee~s Own Recr~i~
ment Effort) for the fine job they did at the High School Cllmc
last Sunday. We are quite sure 'that this clinic not only aided
the high school students in their selection of a university, but
also did a valuable service for Xavier:

Signed and. Sealed
For the benefit of certain individuals, the editorials qf a
newspaper are seldom, if ever, signed. The editorial in the
Nov. 22 issue of the Xavier News was not an anonymous letter
or article. We also feel that this editorial served its purpose,
namely to point out to a few misguided souls the errors in
their logic.

A Privilege-A Duty

OBIT-ER DICTA

XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS

DOWN FRONT
By Jim Wiggs
Not caring to see Frank Sinatra,
Rita Hayworth, and Kim Novak
play themselves, and not attracted
to the technicolored tastelessness
of "Les Girls", I took it for
granted that Pat Boone and Shirley Jones would do a Good,
Wholesome job of Restoring
America's Faith in America's Inherently Fine Youth, cast my lot
with David Niven and went to
see "My Man Godfrey".
In this ninety-minute letdown,
. Mr. Niven is type-cast as a sort.
of white-tied Lone Ranger, buttling for and rescuing one of
those ridiculously rich and fearfully incompetent families the
very existence of which would
invalidate Darwin's law of natural selection. One has to give
the impeccable Mr. Niven his

due, though: from the moment
when he accepted a $10 offer to
substitute for a goat (which had
previously and wisely left) so
that the spoiled Miss Allyson
could win .a slumming scavenger
hunt, to the moment when she
finally ran him down on board
ship and blarneyed the captain
into marrying the two of them,
poor J?avid struggled manfully
against an overpoweringly trite
plot and a mechanically predictable cast. Perhaps• the only light
moments in the entire fiasco came
in the form of a large, musically
perceptive dog named Rasputin
who distinguished himself by
being the only member of the
entire cast to react normally to
the inane banging of the high( Continued on Page 8)

By BUI Dltque
'

off campus, and in the last issue, those of the student body who want
to attend a non-university-sponsored dance 'instead of a university
Today at 2:00 p.m. and tomoraffair.
row at 8:30 p.m., the ·Clneinnatl
I both agree and disagree with ier: The administration should Symphony Orchestra, under the
The News' position on these mat- · wake up and realize that Joe direction of Thor Johnson, will
ters; still I commend you and Blow, who comes· here everyday present the noted pianist, Claudio
your staff for showi~g that there to class, is not just a person who Arrau. This will be Mr. Arrau's
are problems of this type existing pays his $15 per credit hour, and ninth appearance with the orhere ·at Xavier.
then drifts into the shadows, but chestra. He will play two works:
I do not think all the fault lies a student who wants to be proud Franz Liszt's "Concerto No. 2 in
with the students. The apathetic of the University he has chosen. A Major, for Piano and' Orchesattitude of our administration is It is the job of the Administra- tra," and Richard Strauss' "Burthe real reason the students are tion to give Joe Blow, and the leske, for Piano and ·Orchestra."
not more Xavier conscious. In 1499 others like him, reasons to Mr. Arrau was born in Chillian,
all activities except the inter- ·be proud of his school.
Chile on February 6, 1903, and
collegiate athletic program, the
Thank you, Mr. Editor, for pub- since that time he has become
administration takes only a cur- lishing my letter, .and I hope it world famous the world over. He
sory (if that much) interest. will achieve the purpose for is London's greatest box-office
What is the reason for this lack which it was -intended-namely, attraction, and in Germany he is
of interest?
making the Administration and acclaimed as probably no other
An outstanding Glee Club, student body more "Xavier-con- pianist since the time of Franz
Dramatic Club and Debating scious."
Liszt. Among the recording comClub, to mention a few, should
Sincerely,
panies that he has recorded for
be equally assets to Xavier as
James Mooney are Columbia, Decca, and Lonare a good basketball team and
don.
an extremely mediocre football
Sir:
The rest of the program will
squad. Most students who come
The XU News ls not a pulpit. consist of two orchestral works.
to college are interested in activ- We are not preachers. Some Dr. Johnson will open the proities in which they themselves points of Information which you gram with the world premiere
can participate. Why is it then might take notice of are: The of a work by Lani Smith, enthat Xavier will spare no expense Clef Club is making a trip to
this
Th M
e titled, "Prelude and Scherzo for
in sending its athletic teams, Chi
cago
year.
e
asqu
Brass, Timpani, and Strings."
whose members bear scholar- Society
has a new director and . Jean Sibelius' "Symphony No. 7.
ships, on trips throughout the
ls making excellent progress. The in C Major, Opus 105" is the seccountry, and when the Glee Club debating team Is one of·the finer ond all-orchestral work.
needs traveling expenses, they hosts in the country, and also
Last year Thor Johnson conmust look to other sources rather does quite a bit of traveling. The
than the school for the necessary administration does exist and ducted an excellent performance
appropriations? I wish The News, does perform the functions of of Sibelius• "Symphony No. 2."
which is in reality the only same. Finally, the football team In fact, I would say that it was
source by which. the students can in the face of many dilficuJties one of last year's hi1hll1ht perexpress their views, would find gave what most people consider formances. This Sunday, Decemthe answer to this problem.
a credible performance, Thank ber 8, would have been Mr. Sibelius' 92nd birthday, but he died
I am not trying to be caustic you for your interesting letter.
(Continued on Page 8)
or cynical in this letter, but I am
Robert G. Queenan
trying to show that a problem of
Editor-in-Chief
this type does exist here at XavXavier News

Tonight, tomorrow, and Sunday nights !'! the .s-?~th Hall
auditorium a group of Xavier day and evemng d1v1S1on students who have been working very hard for your benefit will
culminate their many weeks of work with the presentation
of the play, ''The Taming of the Shrew." When the members
of the Masque Society take the stage on these three nights
they will consider their weeks of work in the face of many,
many difficulties worth the effort if· they can play to a full
house on each of these three nights. It seems almost ridiculous
to us that they should play to anything less. You each paid for
this play when you paid your student activity fee. The only
thing you have to do is exchange that numbered slip in your
By Dan Berlla
passbook for a ticket. Att additional $.50 wi~l buy you a companion ticket and enable you to take .a friend of you~ ?\,VD
choosing. Since there are no other promment student activities
on two of the three nights of the play, we can see no logical
reason why the entire student body couldn't attend. Come out
and see your classmates of y~urs perform. We feel certain
that you won't be disappointed. You might even be pl~asantly
While the United States and the free nations of the world
surprised.
hasten to match Russian might in destructive devices, other
agencies wage a bitter, but bloodless battle. These are the
propaganda agencies and one of the most effective ways of
telling those in the Communist countries of democratic philosophy and practicei; is through the medium of radio.
Publllhed weekly durlnl the 1choaJ year except durlnl vacaUon perfodl by Xevler
Untvenlty, Hamilton County, Zvanaton, ClnclnnaU, Oblo. tl.IO per year.
Entered es second clan matter October 4, 1948 at the Po.t oatca at
ClnelnnaU, Ohio under the Act of Marcb S, lift.
EDITOR-IN•CRJEF......................................................................................................Bob Queenan, '119
FACULTY lllODERATOR ................................................................Rev. Eurene F, lllanrold, 8.J.

.Symphony
Preview

Few Americans have probably
ever heard a broadcast, or for
that matter even fewer know
the call letters of Vatican Radio.
Station HVJ has 'been in operation since February, 1931, when
Pope Pius XI made his historic
L a t i n :broadcast "To Every
Human Creature." Today the
electronic voice. of Rome has,
under the guidance of Pius ~I
become a powerful force in the
world war of minds.
Under the direction of Father
Anthony Stefanizzi, S.J., Vatican
Radio broadcasts an average of
twelve hours daily with programs covering news, religious,
cultural, and educational subjects. Father Stefanizzi is assisted
in his job as director of the
station by twelve Jesuits, fifty
laymen, and by the part-time
contribution of many other religious and lay members of the
Bishopric of Rome. The prim'e
function of this large staff,
besides the technical details of
maintenance and transmission, is
the translation of news bulletins
and important documents into
the twenty-eight languages used

in Vatican Radio broadcasts.
Although HVJ does not aim
at entertainment, in .the American sense of the word, that is,
catering to current taste, good
or bad, som~ classical music
programs are presented from
time to time. The high standards
established by the station, since
~t is part of the Temporal
Domain of the Pope, limit its
functions to information and
education. Since it was chiefly
designed "so that the Supreme
Pastor's voice might be heard
over the air-waves to the utmost
bounds of the earth," Vatican
Radio is naturally an instrument
of religious enlightment.
Through Dutch, German, Swiss
and many other news agencies,
plus the OSSERVATORE ROMANO and the Vatican press
office, materials are gathered for
the 'afternoon 15 minute news
programs. To produce 15 minutes
of news on HVJ is probably the
equivilent effort of an American
stations work for an entire day
of news broadcasts. Besides the
(Continued on Page 7)

THE TV
VIEWER
By E.

s.

Edelmann

Thanksgiving is past-tense and
undoubtedly the programmers
and advertisers alike are greedily
looking forward to the forthcoming Christmas season. The former
are probably remaking Scrooge
into a modern instrialist and the
latter are prepa~ed to manipulate
some new security symbols in
order that the public will feel
prepared to pay their debts come
the thirty-first of the month.'
In retrospect, Thanksgiving
had little out of the ordinary
programs. The one notable exception was a two hour airing
of "Annie Get Your Gun", which
starred Mary Martin and John
Raitt. On the whole the show
was a aiverting two hours which
boasted five choreography and
.better than average sets for an
outdoorsy sort of musical. John
Raitt played "Frank Butler"
with a rather disarming familiarity which in this case seemed
to balance the halting performance turned in by Miss Martin.
One of the reasons which
might be put forth to explain
Mary Mortin's seemingly inspired
portrayal of Annie, is that a
sterotype of "Little Sure Shot"
has been built up in the public's
mind. The illusion was created
by Ethel Merman and Betty
Hutton who did very successfull
Annie's on stage and screen.
These two ladies who typify the
socko, ·slam, bang school of musical comedy stand out in high
relief to a inspiring slack-jawed
Mary Martin.
The viewing of the show was
made somewhat difficult by the
presence of a studio audience
during the "spectacular" who
laughed and clapped at the
(Continued on Pase I)
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STUDENT COUNCILS MEEl AT X.U.
Xavier, V.C. Councils Gath~r
For Combined College Sessions
l;IY Jerry Lynn
Logan Hall, t h e normally
quiet chemistry building become
a Hague Monday evening, November twenty-£ i ft Ii. Student
Council members from U.C. and
X.U. filled the panelled Cash
Memorial room for a ·powow
comparable to any of Sitting
Bull's. The cause for the jointcouncil meeting was many-fold,
and the agenda was filled.
Sena Presides
Bill Sena, President of Xavier's
Council, chaired the meeting
and it was his pleasure to introduce ·the honored guests of the
evening. They were Lillian M.
Johnson, Dean of Women, University of Cincinnati; Dr. Robert
Bishop, Dean of Men, University
of Cincinnati; and, Rev. Henry
Wirtenberger, S.J., Dean, Liberal
Arts College, Xavier University.
Deans Speak
The opening remarks by ·both
Fr. Wirtenbergei· and Dr. Bishop
stressed the importance of an
activity such as Student Council. It is through such organizations that classroom knowledge
is activated, and becomes practical. The Deans felt that Student ·
Government participation forms
intelligent citizenship.
Agenda Approved
Following the introductory remarks of Jim Stockert, President, Student Council, U.C., the
agenda was approved. The first
item was taken care of briefly.
Jerry Lynn, X.U., presented a
new pledge to · the joint-council
for acceptance, and after a few
remarks it was ratified unanimously. The new pledge accentuates the positive 'aspect of
sportsmanship as opposed to the
old pledge which was quite
negative.
,
Bernie Maiman, U.C., presented his report on the proposed trophy between the two
schools for the winner of the
annual football clash. The dis-

cussion followed the line of
who will present it in order to
lend it dignity rather than
whether to present one. Unable
to determine at this time who
should present, or who would,
Bernie accepted the responsibil-·
ity of followi~g up the facts he
had gained in the light of the
discussion.
Jntramurals?
The possiblity of an inter-city
intramural champion became
rather doubtful after Mary Lou
Weber, U.G., read her report.
The U.C. intramural director
seemed to think it was quite
possible that such a game could
turn into a pier nine brawl.
However, the members felt that
a basketball game might not
result in such a fray although a
football game might have such
tendencies. Mary Lou, and Dave
Melancon, X.U., were appointed
to head a committee to investigate the possibilities of a championship basketball game.
Jazz Concert
Alice Ann George, U.C., gave
her report on a joint jazz concert.
The discussion revealed that such
an affair has strong possibilities,
but the social calendar of both
schools are so jammed at present
that it probably wouldn't be
feasible this year. A committee
was organized to look into the
pros and cons of such a concert
for this year and future years.
Hockey Game!!!
After 'the completion of the
prepared agenda Jim Tasto, X.U.,
brought up some new business.
It seems he proposes a "guadacanal hockey game" between the
councils. The presidents, Jim
Stockert and Bill Sena, promised
to look into the matter.
All business being in order the
meeting adjourned to an informal
sessio.n of coffee, donuts, and the
scribbling of telephone numbers.
Right George?

Frosh Class Meet ,NFCCS Offers Trips
For Students
To Discuss Plans
The Ninth Annual Student
For Coming Dance Federation
of Catholic College
Students has been in progress
Mr. Andy Odoardi, class presi- for several weeks. , The NFCCS
dent, '61, has announced that works in conjunction with the
there will be a meeting of the Catholic Youth Travel Office,
Freshman class on Wednesday, No. 1 Thomas Circle, WashingDec. 11, in Alb. 47, at 1:30 p.m. ton, D.C., which handles all of
The main topic of discussion for the travel arrangements for the
this meeting will be the Fresh- Federation tours to Europe durman Class Dance which will take ing hte slummer and the Berplace Feb. 1, 1958. Topics dis- muda trip during Easter vacacussed in connection with this tion.
dance will be the possib~e themes
Four European tours are offor the dance, a doubhn~ plan, fered in the regular i958 sumand any i:riatters concerning. t~e' mer program; these tours range
dance which freshmen. feel will in price from $695 to $1051. In
b~ helpf.ul to the.committ~~ plan- addition, A Lourdes Centenary
mng ·this dance. In a~dition to Deluxe Tour of Europe is being
these matters, plans fo~ the Fro~h offered for $1473.
and Soph Dance, April 26, will
Another · new feature is the
be discussed.
two . weeks of university study,
All freshmen are most certainly which is included in the itinerwelcome at this meeting. This is ary of Tour C.
an excellent chance for the class
The tours are all operated oJJ,
of '61 to show what type of spirit an all-inclusive rate arrangeit has and what kind of class it ment. The· regular tours travel
will be in the future.
trans-Atlantic in/ tourist class,
on Holland-America, S i t m a r,
Arosa, Greek, and Europe-CanWell Done
ada · ships. A comprehensive
Congratulations are in order recreational, social, and cultural
for Mr. Simon L. Leis, son of Mr: ship-calendar, specially designed
and Mrs. Simon L. Leis of 3063 for college and university tastes,
Ferguson Road. Mr. Leis, a grad- is provided on these student
uate of Xavier University, com- saiings. All tips and sightseeing
pleted the 34-week Officer's fee5 in Europe, pullman deluxe
Basic Course, Nov. 15, at the motor coach travel, and the serMarine Corps. Schools, Quantico, vices of an experienced Englishspeaking European guide are all
Va.

O.S.U. Wins
Rifle Meet;
Owens Leads X
By Jerry Rolfes
On November 22 and 23, the
Xavier R.O~T.C. Rifle Club held
its first Annual Invitational Rifle
Match. Individual and team records were fired. Friday, the day
designated for the individual,
saw 38 men vie for the top three
scores. The results showed Wilcox from Ohio State take first
place with the fabulous score of
290 out of 300 possible. Second
place went to Toth from Dayton
U. with a score of 281 and third
place to Fries from University of
Cincinnati with a score of 279.
The top Xavier man was Senior
member George Owens with a
score of 276.
On The Range
Saturday wa~ the day on which
team records were fired. The day
started very early. Men from
Xavier were present on the
Range as early as 7 a.m. to make
last minute arrangements. The
first team to fire was Ohio State
at 8 a.m. Throughout the day,
team after team fired records. A
total of 66 men fired in team
competition. The final scoring
saw the University of Louisville
cop first place trophy with a
total of 1388 points out of 1500
possible. This was primarily due
to the tremendous shooting of
their anchor man Aker who shot
a total of 290 out of 300. This tied
top record fired over the two
day period. Second place trophy
went to Ohio State Army with a
score of 1381, and third place to
Ohio State Air Force with a score
of 1360. Xavier in competition
placed 6th out of 11 teams. There
was a .tremendous amount of
physical labor put forth on the
part of the team members to
make this invitational the great
success that it was. Not only the
team members, but the club as a
whole was tremendous in doing
their part. May we now take the
time to extend the hardiest gratitude to all who took part and
helped with this match. Special
appreciation should be extended
to Major Jerney who supervised
· the scoring; and to Sgt. Williams,
who, on his day off, was present
on the Range from the early
morn till the. last man left. Once
again a great big THANKS to all.
Future Plans
Ground work is now .being laid
for next year's invitational. The
Club ' plans to make this the
largest invitational to be held in
the Mid-west. The present members may not be here to see this,
but to be sure, if the future members work with the zeal as did
those of last week end. There can
be no doubt as to the future success of this invitational.

Wed. Last
Convocation
Next Wednesday will be the
last opportunity for all full-time
undergraduate students .. to fulfill
their obligation to attend one
Great Speakers Convocation. This
convocation will be one of the
highlights of the season
the
debating team will play host to
the University of Cincinnati debaters. Time of this debate will
be 1:30 p.m. in the Armory.

as

included in the intial fee. Each
tour is accompanied by ari American priest-chaplain.
Countries to be visited on the
1958 European tours are: Ire·(Continued on Pa1e '1)
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Two Mighty Good Men To Know
20 Years Experience
BRAKES
MUFFLERS

CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE
INSTALLED FREE

RELINED
$17.50
AND UP

MUFFLER MAN-THE-BRAKE MAN
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
Dual Exhaust Systems - Sold Installed

0ae.,.~~
(By the Author of" Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,

"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

DECK THE HALLS
The days g1·ow short, the nights grow long, the north wind
doth blow, and a light frost appears on the knees of coeds.
Christmas is icumen in, and once more our keen young
minds turn to the vexing problem of Christmas gifts.
Let us examine first the most vexing of nil gift problems:
What do you buy for the person who has everything? Well
sir, when you encounter this dilemma, the best thing to
do is seize it by the horns. Ask yomsclf this question: Does
he truly have everything'? Docs he, for example, have a
birthmark? A Mach number'? A lacrosse net'? An I-beam?
An S-hook? AU-bolt'? A T-squarc'? A Primus stove'?
(There is, incidentally, quite an interesting little story
abouthowPrimuscametoinventthcstovc. BcforcPrirnus's
invention, cooking was rather a hazardous occupation.
People just built fires any old place-the floor, the closet,
the escritoire-and often as not the whole house would go
up in flames along with the dinner. Primus, a goose
plucker of Frankfurt-am-Main, kept thinking there must
be a more efficient way to cook. Finally, in a flush of inspiration, it came to him: Why not build a device to c~ntain
the fire and keep it from spreading?

... ht~ !llt~ltk w;; t11 /¥Li/Jit16 if tJltl"t1( fl/fer..·
(Well sir, he built precisely such a device and named it
after his beloved wife Stove. Primus's first Stove, it must
be confessed, was less than a triumph; his mistake was in
building it out of paper. The next Stove, built of wood,
fared hardly better. Not until he made one out of metal
could the s'tove really be called a success.
(But even then the Stove was not entirely satisfactory.
The trouble was that the Stove filled ,up with ashes and
became useless after a few weeks. It remained for l'rimus's
son Frederick to conquer that problem. He invented 3.
mechanism to remove ashes from the bottom of the Stove
and was thenceforth known to posterity as Frederick the
Grate.)
But I digress. We were discussing Christmas gifts. This
year, as every year, a popular gift is the smoking jacket.
And what do the smoking jackets smoke? Why, Marlboro,
of course-every man jacket of them. And why wouldn't
they smoke Marlborns'? Why wouldn't anybody with a
.taste bud in his head? You get such a lot to like in a Marl.boro-filter ... flavor ... flip-top box.
Herc is no filter to hollow the checks and bug the eyeballs; here is a filter that draw~ nice and easy. Herc is no
flavor to pale and pall; here 1s a flavor ever fresh, ever
zestful. Herc is no flimsy pack to crumble and shred its
precious cargo; hcrc is a stmdy box that keeps each cigarette plump and pristine.
Speaking of smoking, the year's most unusual gift item
is a brand-new cigarette lighter that never needs refilling.
You arc scoffing. You arc saying you have heard such claims
before. But it's true, I promise you. This new lighter
never, nevc1· needs refilling! The fuel supply lasts fornver.
Of course, there are certain disadvantages. For one
thing, the lighter is rather bulky-170 feet long and three
stories high.
But look on the bright side: As the fuel runs out, you
can rent l'Ooms in it.
© 1os1, M .. ShuJmao
Good to 11/ve, 11ood to receive, at Christmas or an11 otl1er time
I• a carton of tilter-tip Marlboros, whose makers take pleasure
In brln11ln11 you thl1 col~1mn lliroughout t11e school year.

-

.... ,.
}I
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SOUTH HALL Bellarmine Next On List
QUARTERBACK
By Ed Adams,
News Sports Editor

For 7 minutes and 19 seconds you sat there scratching
your noodle, wondering when in the world this supposedly
top-notch Xavier quint.et was going to wake up. Three minutes
had passed befqre the Muskies marred the scoring column
and four more before they busted to the front. They were
playing as if the ball was deflated.
Then like so many times in the past, steady Joe Viviano
~: f
.~r
cracked the whip on the faltering Muskies. He netted in one
streak ten consecutive points and personally built a lead from
which the battling St. Joe Pumas never rebounded. For the
Bottom left to top right-Al Gundrum, Rick Jannott, Rank Stein,. Jim Dentlnger, Capt•. Frank Tarnight he amassed twenty-four points, gaining him an honor taron,
Tony Olberding, Corny Freeman and Stu Courc.haine.
which we hope will become traditional here at Xavier, the
Lower
right to top left-Jerry Wessels, Ducky Castelle, Bill Middendorf, Jim Puthoff, Joe Viviano
Musketeer of the Week.
·
The award will pe granted to the Musketeer who, during and Rich Piontek.
the week prior to publication, played either the most outSunday evening at the . Field- basketball at the University of ·gagement with John Carroll.
standing game or set of games. ·
house, the Musketeers engage Notre Dame where his squads
Last Warmup

lr1ih

• • • • •

•

With Student Council plugging for the establishment of
a trophy between the Southwestern Ohio powers, Miami,
Dayton, U.C. and Xavier, the "Quarterback" thought it appropriate that an All-Star eleven be chosen from among the
stalwarts of the four tradition-steeped rivals.,
And so, sticking my skinny neck out, I picked these as the
most representative of·· the Redskins, Flyers, Bearcats and
Muskies:
'
·
ENDS-Fred Dugan, Dayton-Bob Young, Xavier
TACKLES-Emil Karas, Dayton-Max Messner, UC
GUARDS-Jim Bushell, Xavier-Ron Couch, UC
CENTER-Bill Korutz, Dayton
QUARTERBACK-Don Zimmerman, Dayton
HALFBACKS-Barry .Moroney, UC-Terry Meyer, Xavier
FULLBACK-Dave Thelen, Miami ·
·To select the "Southwestern Ohio "Coach of the Year"
might seern more risky than it actually is. Bud Kerr of Dayton,
whose Flyers came on so brilliantly in the season's second
half, certainly deserves the nod. His charges notched victories
over Detroit, Wichita, North Dakota State, Miami, Xavier and
Richmond.

• • • • •

1.

I

i'

During the 1955-56 and 56-57 basketball seasons, a certain
Elder High School in the Western limits of this city produced
two of the greatest cage teams in its history. The gentleman
responsible was Don Ruberg, now the yery successful Freshman Basketball Coach here at Xavier.
, Rube himself coached the 55-56 crew a• Elder before handing over the reins of an almost ready-made ballclub to Ray
Deringer, the little guard from the Dayton Flyiers.
Rube's center on the 55-56 Catholic League Champions
was Ron Nicolai, known everywhere as simply "Big Nie." One
of his guards was a defensive wizard with a 45% shooting
eye, Gerry Drew.
Now, very uncoincidentally, the Muskie Freshman center
is the familiar gangling kid of 6-7 who hits his head on doorways, Ron Nicolai. And teaming at guard with Kentucky
All-Stater, Tom Malone, is the quiet Mr. Drew.
"Big Nie" is· the big gun on the big Frosh crew. He's the
only Freshman letterman, having played last 'Semester after
transferring from Ohio Stade. Nie and his two tall cohorts up
front, forwards Dave Sullivan 6-5! and Dick Whelan 6-66,
when paired with Malone and Drew at the guard posts, portend·
for Rube and his Frosh the same measure of success as Rube
and Elder had.

.

Bellarmine University's Knights,
winners of thirteen of twentyfour contests during the_ 1956-57
season.
'!lie Knights from Louisville
boast a quintet along the same
tall lines as the Muskies. The
starting five averages better than
6-4 on the strength of a 6-6, 6-4,
6-6 forward wall.
Tall Forward Wall
The center post on. the Kentuckian squad is manned by one
of the pair of 6-'6 giants, senior
Roy Oliver. Jim Wilkinson, the
other 6-6 lad and Bob Wonder at
6-4 handle the forward chores.
But lest you gather that the
size ends here, glance one moment at the better than average
· altitude at the guard spots. Here,
6-3 sophomore Adron - Brown
combines . talents with 6-2 Joe
Ackerman.
Former Notre Damer
The Knights are coached by
one of the most successful young
coaches around, Gene Kenny.
Kenny formerly coached Frosh

managed an almost fantastic 23
undefea.ted games. Among others,
he.. nurtured along the famous
Irish All-American, Dick Rosenthal.. Totaled up, his complete
college and high school record
reads 92-29,.
Upset Possibility
The Knights are evidently a
ballclub endowed with immeasurable height. And according ·fo the
press book they're loaded with:
returning talen,t. It's the small
college type of ballclub on the
order of the Evansville club that
bumped·off highly-favored Louisville and the Ohio 'U. that sent
Indiana and Archie Dees to the
showers in disgust.
Second· Rome Opponent
The Muskies on the other hand
will be entertaining their second
home . opponent of the year,
mindful to some .extent of their
disheartening performance on the
same court exactly one week
before. In the meantime, Xavier's
Blue and White ·will have journeyed to Cleveland for an en-

. X.U. FRESHMAN BASKETBALL ROSTER Player

Pos. Hgt.

Dan Blalk
G 6·11
Bob Blrkle
F 6-U
Earl Cowell
F 6-3
G 5~11
Gerry Drew
Bob Feld
F 6-Z
Jim Haffner . 0·6-U
Pete Kazyaka . G 6-1
T. Kunkemoeller F 6-3!
Tommy Malone G 5·10
Dick Mozlejlll:o G 6·1
Ron Nicolai
c 6-71
. Dave Sulllvan F·C 6-51
Ed Tepe
F 6-4
Bob Whelan C·F 6-61

OF THE WEEK

Wgt. Age Hometown-High School
174
160
187
166
167
183
146.
180
153
176
198
215
171
182

18
18
18
18
18
18_
18'
18
18
19
19
19
17
18

Milwaukee, Wis., Notre Dame
Milford, O., Milford
Chester, Ill., Chester
Cincinnati, o., Elder
Cincinnati, O., Purcell
Ft. Wayne, Ind., .Central Catholic
Troy, N.Y., LaSalle
Cincinnati, o., Purcell
Louisville, Ky., Fla1et ,
Troy, N.Y., LaSalle
Cincinnati, O., Elder
Rock Island, DI.,· Alleman
Cincinnati, o., Purcell
Milwaukee, Wis., ,plus XI

FRESHMAN BASKETBALL COACH: Don Ruber1, xavler '51

-

Joe Viviano

By the unanimous vote of The
News sports staff, 6~5 Joe Vivi·
ano· of Louisville, Kentucky
walked off with the first award
in the Musketeer of the Week
series.
.The "Old Reliable" of the Muskies scored a high of 24 points
against St. Joe and · picked off
eleven rebounds. It was Joe Viviano night at the Fieldhouse.
!!11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!!
~

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restorin~ food makes it an essential

H. MIJ,I,ER DAIRY CO., INC
656 East McMillan

for anclnnatl'• finest
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Thus the engagement. with
Bellarmine will be the final
warmup of the campaign before
digging in against real top-flight
opposition, the 'first of which will
be encountered in the U.C. Invitational Tourney, just a week
from tonight.
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Frosh Cagers
Bow To Bliss
In ·opene1·
By Paul Ritter
Don Rubel'g's Frosh cagers
played host to Bliss College of
Columbus last Sunday night in
the Memorial Fieldhouse. The
fighting men of Xavier, because
of a slow start, fell victims to the
fast-moving Bliss team. The lack
Sunday, Dec. 8, will .give our
Little Muskies a chance to smash
into the lVin column as they meet
Dayton's Miller's·· Appliances in
the Memorial Fieldhouse at 6:30
p.m.
of re!bounding abllf1ty was the
decisive factor in the Muskie
defeat. Forward Bob Birkt"e led

All-Opponent Team
XAVIER UNIVERSITY'S 1951 all-opponent football team
FIRST TEAM
POS.
SECOND TEAM
Fred Dugan, Dayton
End
Jim Leo, Cincinnati
Gene Johnson, Cinclmlatl
End
G. Sherwood, St. Joseph
Lou Michaels, Kent1icky
Tackle
Luke Baker, Rowlins Gr.
Dick White, Detroit
Tackle
Emil Karas, Dayton
Tim Murnen, BowliD1 Green 9uard
.John Glannandrea, Cln.
Guard
Dick Kennedy, Detroit
Bob Collier, Kentucky
Bill Korutz, Dayton
Center
Dick Blocker, Kentucky
Don Zimmerman, Dayton
Quarterback Lowell Hushes, Ky.
Billy Russell, Detroit
llalfback
Barry Maroney, Cin.
Bobby Cravens, Kentucky
Halfback
Al Korpak, Detroit
Dave Thelan, Miami
Fullback
Mike Murphy, St. Joseph
Most Outstanding Lineman-Lou Michaels, Kentucky
Most Outstanding Back-Dave Thelan, Miami
Most Outstanding Team-Kentucky
pictm·e brightened for the Little
Muskies, but only momentarily,
as the boys from Bliss took advantage of-the slow starting Musketeers in the opening minutes
of the Sl!<!ond half.
A lead which, at one time,
reached 30 points proved too
large · a barrier for the Xavier .
. Five.
Moziejko Glitters
A desperate defensive attempt
on the part of Xavier's Moziejko
came too late to save the game
as the Xavier Frosh bowed to
Bliss College 81-67 at the final
gun.

Don Ruberg
the Musketeer offensive with 18
points coming on ... 7 field goals
and 4 tallies from the free throw
line.
Late Surge
Trailing 38-31 at halftime· the

Typewriter Sates ancl ~ntals
Standards and Portables
By week or month
STUDENT SPECIAL
Typewriter, elean, oU, adjust
and ribbo~ - S'l .50
Call PArkway 1·5011

Central Typewriter Co.
844 Main Street

News Sports
Writer Wins
I.M. Net Meet
The annual intramural tennis
tournament was featured recently, and reigning as champion
is Jack Adam. Jack, a freshman
from. Elder High in Cincinnati,
demonstrated tremendous form
all the way as ;be battled to
defeat three opponents for the
crown. The number of entries
altogether in the tourney totaled
eight.
In his first match Adam
downed Dave Armbruster 6-3,
6-2. The second challenge appeared less difficult as Jack
ruled over Gene McCarthy · 6-0.
In the final match Jack finished
on the top end of a rugged battle
with'l>aul Jansen, 6~3, 6-4. Adam
described Jansen as his toughest
competitor and a fine rocketman.
Muskies vs. Bellarmlne Knights
8 p.m. Sunday
· Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse
BE THERE!

PAGB ftVB

LACKLUSTER MUSKIES
DOWN ST. JOE 74-56
By Jack Gardner

The Muskies, although victorious in their lidlifter, were
by no means impressive as they eked out a 74 to 56 win over
the undersized but hustling St. Joseph Pumas.
With the Xavier followers looking for a spectacular effort, .
they saw their heroes look very sluggish; and as they made
their way to the exits were-a-n_d_4_o_f_5-fr_o_m_t_h_e_c_h_a-r1-.t-y-line
probably mumbling, "Is this the
No. 11 Team in the Nation?"
for a big .24 point total.
That Zone Again
Xavier was led by that KenThe zone defense , forced the
tucky Colonel from Louisville St. Muskies into numerous mistakes
X., who seems to have picked up by faulty passing and hunted
where he left off last year, as the shooting. Xavier started· very
No. 1 "Clutch Performer." Vivi- slowly, scoring their first points
ano hit 10 of 17 from the floor only after st• .Joe bad sc:ored 8.
Midway In the flnt hall the Mus·
keteers took a 25 to H advantase
behind Vivlano's 5 · successive
field goals. From there they
were never headed although they
could never pull away until the
waning moments of the contest•
Tar Tallies 11
Frank Tai:'taron was quite im·
pressive under the boards and
chipped in with 11 points. Corney
Freeman, playing well off the
defensive boards, was far more
brilliant, scoring 14 points.
Guards Star
St. Joe's attack was led by a
pair of little guards, Rogovich
and Lux, who scored 17 and 22
points respectively. The Pumas
also accomplished what few teams
could do last year. They outre..
bounded the Muskies 48 to 47;
Coach Mccafferty
quite an accomplishment for a
team who had a decided height
·
Xavier's Basketeen clownecl disadvantage.
Let's
hope
the
game
was a com·
John Carroll 83-16 in Cleveland
Wednesday night. The Impressive bination of over-confidence and
first game rustiness; both of
win was the Muskie's second of
which will disappear when the
the year.
going gets really rough.
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WINSTON

AM ERICA'S BEST-SELLING
BEST-TASTING
FIL'TER. CIGARETTE

/
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The Night Side of The News

Ter1·ace Hilton Scene Of XILES
Skating Party On. Mo11day Eve
By Paul Flemlnr

Repeat Perfor111ance?

Re: Male Statues • ••

A meeting of the XILES was held on November 20 at the
evening college. Several activities were planned for the month
of December.
·
First
and
foremost
is the Annual Christmas Collection for
By Pat Wiechman
We'd like to take this oppor- · needy families which was conducted this .week, December 2

"THE COED"

This year is the fortieth anniversary of the Bolshevik
revolution. That seed of Communism has spread until it is
today the way of life for one-third of the people of. the earth.
After the death of Lenin, Stalin took over. He achieved this
end by pure terror. His power was supported by liquidations
and purges. To disobey Stalin was to sign your d~ath warrant.
Stalin died in March of 1953. The leadership of the Soviets
was shaky. Stalin's understudies were Malenkov, Beria, Molo. tov, and Khrushchev. Working with the popular Marshal
Zhukov, Khrushchev managed to oust-by purge and political
banishment-all competitors until only he and Zhukov were
left.
Just re~ently, because of his policy to keep politics out of
the military, Marshal Zhukov was replaced as Minister of
Defense by Marshal Malinovsky. No~ Krushchev has complete power; he is a new Stalin, just as ruthless and tough as
the old one. Both believed that Communism will win. in the
struggle with capitalism. What effect will this absolute dictatorship have on the free world? It is quite possible that the
cold war will be stepped up, which will increase the threat of
war. We can only wait and see what will happen. Let us hope
and pray that this reign will not be w·orse than any former one.

tunity to thank the members of
The News staff for their. hospitality last · Saturday evening.
Those who were there at the Student Activities Center were very
friendly and cordial to all of
us. The evening confirmed ou1·
belief that Xavier men are tops.
Briefly we'd like to answer
the editoriifl comment on the
"dance" column. The number of
refusals at these and any dance
are so low it is not even worth
'considering in view of the overall picture. A candid survey of
a cross-section of the Xavier
student body will reveal the
truth in this statement.
-James Vorwoldt
If the editorial comment is
any indicative, the whole point
Associate Editors ............................ Jim Vorwoldt, Bernadine Kohls,
of that particular "Coed" was
Alberta Biedenharn
,
missed. We sincerely hope to
Columnists .................................... Pat Wiecltman, Mary Anne Martin
get the men of Xavier to do
Reporters .................................................... Kathy Stumph, Anne Doud
some constructive a c ti o n to
improve the dances. The editorCirculation Manager ........................................... .......... ... .. Paul Fleming
ial agrees that certain conditions should be remedied, but
what has been done? The varFor Meal• at Home ...
ious clubs still wait past deadFor Lunches at Work or School' . .•
line time to ask for publicity.
The editors are willing to give
space to such information, but
not after the paper has gone to
, the printers. The crowds seem
to get smaller instead of larger.
There are still too many male
"statues." Several of the fellows
(with Vitamin D)
have been: overheard to say
that "it's the truth, and the
truth hurts." What are you
They can't be beat as Healthful Food
going to do about it?
and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite
Food Store! For Home Delivery call CHerry
1-11880, or ask your French-Bauer driver!
P~J. ~
I
1ma DAllY r1ooucrs s1Na 1142

-~~----..
HOMOGENIZED MILK

.l

'~

QUALITY v CHEKD
ICE CREAM

..

..

THE SHIRT

''It 0001ta

no'"°'" to u"" th,. be•tr•

LAUNDRY
3616 Montgomery Road
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
A, Few Blocks North
Of The Dol'IDll
• Bachelor Service
Fluff Dry Bundles
4 HOUR SERVICE

B1umrin1'1
Pharmacy
The Drug Store Closest To
Xavier University
3618 Montgomery Road
MEirose 1-3708

through 6. Vince Mur,phy is chair- in delivering the gifts on Saturman and is assisted ·by Shirley day, December 21.
Beck and •Ron Amend. After the
In addition to the Christmas
donations are collected and after Collection, the ·XILES are sponthe committee purchases the food, soring an Ice Skatinr Party at
toys, and other gifts for the fam- the Terrace Hilton Ice Terrace on
ilies, there will be a wrapping Monday, December 9, from 9 p.m,
party at the evening college' on to 11 p.m. XILE card bearers wlll
Friday, December 20. Interested be admitted free; non-XILES will
students are invited to participate donate seventy-five cents. Skates
in this party and may also assist will be available to all.
- -------·:__--------------------

A Cry Jn Tlie Dawn: T all y H ~·,
By Mary Anne Martin

Tally ho! the rabbits!
Ah yes, the hunting season is
here again. To all out-door type
men (and that applies to all of
them, they think) this means a
weekend of. rugged, sporty fun
with the tasty thought of hasenpfeffer urging them on.
But do you realize what this
means t.o the women of the
household? After finally persuading the men to take the
screens down, repair the furnace and .bring down the winter
clothes, Mother and daughters
cheerfully settle down to wait
for winter. But on the contrary,
as soon as the winds are brisk,
the temperature ranges below
32°F, and snow covers the
ground, the hunters are attracted
to the out-doors.
Domestic Intrigue .
From one hunting season to
the next, innumerable objects
and pieces of equipment seem
mysteriously to disappear. It's
not that at all, it's just that the
typical male opens up the cupboard door, glances in and then
proceeds to yell:
· "Martha, where is my other
boot lace?"
"Peggy, did you take my
bowie knife to Brownies meeting?"
As the evening progresses:
"What time -should I set the
clock for?"
"Sally, will you please mend
this moth-hole in my- cap?"
Ruinous Routine
"Whose knee-socks can I borrow?"
Four A.M. finally arrives and
Mom gets up to. fix breakfast

for her hunters who are eagerly
dragging themselves out of 1bed.
As they gracefully clomp about
the house, the remaining members of the family are soon
aroused.
At last, Dad, Son and Hound
pile into the top-heavy stationwagon and bid farewell to civilization for a few days.
Meanwhile, back at the ihouse,
Mom and daughters rearrange
furniture, throw out hubby's old
shaving paraphernalia, loud ties,
rusty nails, mounted fishes, etc.,
and junior's radio cable, used
golf tees ,borrowed "For Sale"
signs, etc., which are salvaged
year after year because "they
might come in handy some time"
-but never do.
·
Spoiled Spoils
Alas, the peace and quiet is
again upset ~s Sunday night
·does arrive. Our hunters return
laden with game . . . two fat
rabbits, nine . skinny ones; and
three, obviously slow, peasants.
Thus, we shall leave this
typical scene, chuckling to our
(female) selves: . "The hunters
are dead. Long live the rabbits!"

CHICO'S
ITALIAN AND AMERICAN
FOOD
3632 MONTGOMERY RD.

2 Minutes From Xavier,,.
(One Block South of Dana)
.JEffenon 1-9388

Statistics Reveal Evening College Citadel Of Intellectual
Pot-Pourri, Multi-Talented. Scholars
By Mary Anne Martin and Bernadine Kobis
White collar jobs (commonly Covington, 1.1 %.
Two internal revenue agents,
private detective, and a vice- known as office slaves of all
The other 45% cover· an area
president a1·e among the out- types) comprise 60% of the work- of 21 states, the Canal Zone,
standing notables attending . XU ing population enrolled at EC. Italy, Nicaragua and Ireland. For
Evening College: After a long, The • remaining 40% include instance, home· towns include:
carefully conducted (?) survey, teachers, salesmen, supervisors, Richmond, Virginia; Blairsville,
our competent statisticians (for chemists, laborers, dentists, art- Georgia; Gulfport, Mississippi;
this assignment-their first and ists, agents, carpenters, and City, Lebanon, Tennessee; Berkley,
last) arrived at the following County and Government workers. California; Bonifay, Florida; Mt.
Many Greater Cincinnati indus- Vernon, New Hampshire; Rome,
facts:
Men dominate the scene as tries and concerns are repre- New York; McSherrytown, Pennsylvania;. Kings Mills, Ohio; Unthey are 65% of the total Eve- sented by students at EC.
Nominees for "What's My Line" ion Hill, New Jersey; or even
ning College enrollment <l,067).
For non-matheticlans this is a could be our cattle buyers, the Pineapple, Alabama!
total of 685 men, of which 291 fitter, landscaper, voucher, toll
High schools familiar to some
are still available. Get that num- rater, meat cutter, seamstress, are Mt. Carmel (Chicago), North
plumber's
apprentice,
timekeeper,
ber, girls! However, these numHigh (Nebraska), Dupont (Wilbers are in the bachelor's favor or degreaser.
mington, Delaware), Gilbert AcTop
,15
high
schools
with
the
as there are 1-1/2 maiden ladies
most graduates a.ttending EC are ademy (New· Orleans), John the
.,to every wiJUng claimant.
below in order according to their Baptist (Philadelphia), Dillsboro
(Indiana), Williamsberg (KenAlthough 32 women have their pe1·cent of the 1,067 enrolled:·
M.R.S. degree, they are still seekPurcell, 9.8%; St. Xavier, 9.4%; tucky) or Sacred Heart (St.
·
ing knowledge in a different as- Elder, 8.4%; Regina, 6.1%; O.L.A., Louis).
pect.
3.7%; ..Mother of Mercy, 3.4%;
For variety there is always
Upon rescuing our survey Seton, 2.8%; Newport Catholic, Haneoye Falls (New York), Herpapers from the anti-litterbug 2.5%; · St. Mary, 2.3%; Notre on Lake (Minnesota), Pudua
committee, we statistized the Dame-Readlnr, 2%; McNlchola1, (Watkins Glen) or Jamaica Plains
following occupational. categor- U%; Hamilton Catholic, U%; (,Boston, Massachusetts).
ies ...
Withrow, 1.2%; and Holy CrouIt's a small world!

a

Lambda Omega Rho
Some fraternitJes get athletes. Some get
brains, This fraternity gets virtually everybody,
including women. It has fanatically loyal
members in jlore than 100 countries around
the world. It has no pin and its only ritual is
the simple act of enjoying Coca-Cola every
1ingle day of the year.
Its name? L 0 R-Lovers of Refreahment.
Join up today.

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Bottled under authority of The Coca·Cola Company by
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY
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Obiter Dicta
(Continued from Page 2)
gathering of news from the
central agencies, a job handled
by a special sanction of the
staff, Informazioni Radio Vaticana, there is the job of translating the items into the different -languages. In addition to
Chinese and Arabic and a number of minor languages, Vatican
radio transmits nine Latin broadcasts each week for the priests
and scholastics behind the Iron
Curtain. A typical cross section
of ·the languages used daily
would include programs in German, Portuguese, Czech, Russian,
Slovak, Polish, Hungarian, Lithuanian with .the four other prin,ciple languages, Croatian, Slovenian, Ukrainian and Ruthenian likewise being used periodically during the week.

!TART
YOUR
HOU DAV
THE
!MART
fNAV

How effective is station HVJ
to the peoples in Communist
countries? Broadcasts are beamed
to the enslaved of countries and
many refugee priests, themselves
having found strength and courage in the radio voice of Rome,
. bring messages of hope to their
countries. in their homelands.
The financing of Vatican Radio
is unique. Unlike other radio
stations the two unusual sources
of income, advertising and license fees, are not used. Instead
the station is supported by
voluntary offerings from the
Catholic world. Since many of
the station's staff are Jesuits
the usual talent costs are eliminated. There still remains, however, the cost of repairs, the
upkeep of the buHdings, technicians salaries, and the ambitious expansion program of HVJ
which includes the purchase of
powerful and expensive equipment.
During the 1949 Golden Jubilee of Pius XII the funds necessary for the equipment i:iow
being used was gathered from
Catholics across the globe, with
the Dutch, Spanish and American Catholics showing particular
generousity.
Today new plans are being
put into action and work 'has
begun on new transmitting site.

This project has been made
possible by Holy Year donations.
In a few months the center will
begin operations and will carry
to even further distances the
messages of HVJ, the Vatican's
radio station of supran~tional
character, with its mission of
uniting all of Christendom.

Last Chance
All students are reminded that
Wednesday; Dec. 11, will be
their last oppOl'tunity to attend
a Great Speakers Series Convocation. Students are also reminded that they must attend
one of these convocati'ons this
semester. This convocation will
feature the Xavier University
Pol and Philopedian Debating
Society. The debaters, winners
of their last two tournaments,
will undoubtedly give a good
exhibition.

NFCCS
(Continued from Page 3)
land, England, Holland, Germany, Switze1\land, Aus tr i a,
Italy, Spain, France, Belgium,
and Portugal.
The NFCCS Travel Administrator advises all students who
plan to register for one of the
1958 tours to do so as soon as
possible.

Cou11cil Discusses Many
ProlJlems 111 Busy Session
By 'l'om Ct1l1ill
Student Council, Monday, began its tenth session with final
reports concerning the Homecoming Weekend last month. While
the dance itself was a social success, it was a financial failure
due to a severe drop in attendance over previous years. Although the figures are not as yet
totaled, all indicotions point to an
approximate drop of $1000 from
last year's returns. Council president Bill Sena suggested a committee be set up to make a complete study of the Homecoming
problems and submit them to the
social chairman Jim Sammons
for use in the future. Such a report might make recommendations limiting the number of
floats and provide data to form
a more compact organization for_
Joe Shay, next year's sociai
chairman.
Terry Lautenbach read a revised report concerning the campus 1·adio station WCXU. A loan
of $150 was given to the Radio
Club of the Military Department
to buy the ne~essary equipment
and to set up broadcasting as soon

as possible. The Radio Club and
their advisor would manage the
station and only qualified personnel could handle the technical
aspect of it. Actual broadcasting
and programming would be
handled by the students in eonjunction with Student Council,
since this is a Council sponsored
1noject. The only thing holding
this issue up is a pending pro11osal from the Judicial Board.
Another .boon to the day hop
is a new regulation permitting
card playing in South Hall. Heretofore this has been strictly forbidde11, yet the ban was lifted
provided there is no gambling at
any time.
And in addition: President
Sena announced that he had received a letter from Common
Pleas Judge Benjamin Schwartz
regarding an open house on December 5 of the new Cincinnati
Youth Club. Judge Schwartz is
· very active in this area with the
problems of youth and the rehabilitation of juvenile delinquents. . . . . . Plans are underway for a joint jazz concert with
the University of Cincinnati sometime in the spring.

'

·ANY NORMAL DORM'LL be full of Lucky

smokers! You can count 'em by carloads
on any campus - and no-wonder! A
Lucky, you see, is a light smoke-the
right smoke foi.: everyone. It's made of
nothing but naturally light tobacco ...
golden rich, wonderfully good-tasting
tobacco that's toasted to taste even better. Find a set of dorms without Lucky
smoke1·s, and you've stumbled on a
mighty Odd Quad! Don't you miss outlight up a Lucky. You'll say a light
smoke's the right smoke for you!

GROUP ECONOMY FARES*
save you and two or more of
your friends 253 on round·trip
coach tickets. (•Except for local
trips that originate and terminate between New York and
Washington and points east of
Lancaster, Pa.)

WILLIAN MACURDY,
DARTMOUTH

save each person in your group
of 25 or more 283 of regular
rou'!d-trlp fare.

Nibbling Sibling

WHAT IS A LACKADAISICAL MOit

WHAT'S A FLOWER THAT
DIDN'T BLOOMf .

STUDENTS! MAKE $25

···-····--·----~----------.,
Special for Married Sludenl1

!

Uae The Famlly Fare Plan- ~·
wlv•• ride an• way free. •

-- =··········-··

llARJOR1£ £CKHlRT,
CORNELL

Bored /-lorde

GERALD FEDDUSEN,
RUTGERS '

Dud Bud

Do you like to shirk work'? Here's some easy
money-start Stickling! We'll pay $25 for every
Stickler we print-and for hundreds more that
never get used. Sticklers are simple riddles with
two-word rhyming answers. Both words must
have thesamenumberofsyllables.
(Don't do drawings.) Send yom·
Sticklers with your name, address,
college and class to Happy-JoeLucky,Box 67 A,Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

WHAT IS A MAN WHO
HOARDS SAL11NESr

WH~T'S AN A.GIL£ S£CR£T AGfNlf

WONDERFUL FUN
FOR EVERYONE
Have a "party" whlle you
travel I Enjoy fine food •••
delightful refreshments •••
happy tallc. Avoid warry about
traffic congestion, highway
hazards, and weather condition1.
Aile yeur leHI ticket er travel
aeent NOW alteut theH ereat
111eney~1evln9 "'•"'·

EASTERN
RAILROADS

RONALD RILEY,
IOSTON COLLEGE

Spry Spy

LIGHT UP A
,.... r. C'•·•

PIERRE VAN RYSSELBERGHE.
U.•OF WASHINGTON

MARYLIN FISHER,
SAN JOSE JR. COLL.

Crczckcr Stacker

CIGARETTES

'/ig!Jt SMOKE -LIGHT UP A LUCK~ I
Product of

'7.t7 //
t::'I,;?
//>
" o/'.#
"
chic..,ro/,1wii£an Jvc;accc--t:cvtl'<W:f'- r/<JOcu:e<>- is our middle 11ame
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Sodality Consecration
(Continued from Page 1l

rina. The part of Lucentio will
be played by Tony Schmitt,
Bianca by D. J. Duffy, and
Hortensio by Brian Bremner.
Other members of the cast are
Tom Gressler as• Gremio, Joe
Nolan as Baptista, J. Harold
McBrayer as Tranio, Bob Simpson as Biondello, Jim Dusablon
as Grumio, John Scharfenberger
as a pedant, Dave Seiwert as
Vincentio, Nancy Schrader as a
widow, Dick Vanek as Curtis,
Tom Malone as Sugar Sop, Al
Juniet ·as a servant, and Mary
Lou Broerman, Marilyn Jones,
Lois Buttlemeier, and Pat Fallon as Townswomen.
Nothing has been spared to
make this performance of The
Tamin1g of the Shrew a memorable one. Brian Bremner summed
up the nature of the production
in one word, "Spectacular!"
Tickets will be sold at the door
for $1.25. Xavier students may
attend free( with page No. 35
from their activity books. Companion tickets are 50 cents.

Rev. John Wenzel, S.J., Father
Director of the Sodality and
Rev. Frank Holland, S;J,, Probation Sodality Director have
announced that the following
men will take the . act of Consecration on Sunday.
Thomas N. Allgeier, John Alwine, Stanley J. Barton, Richard
J, ·Boheman, Ronald J. Boske~,
Tim Boylon, Roger Brady, Louis
E. Busemeyer, Jack R. Chivatero,
Kenneth Clements, William A.
Connell, Peter J. Curtin, Donald
M. Dilg, J. Dennis Doherty, Ronald Fallat, Jerome P. Flesch, .
Thomas Frank, Jack Furio, Louis
F. Gastright, Thomas C. Geraghty, John J. Grix, Philip A. Grossi,
Richard L. Gruber, Francis X.
Haas, Thomas J. Kail, Richard R.
Kaise, Peter C. Kelly, Robert E.
Killigrew, Patrick J, Kirwin,
Ronald J, Koch, Kenneth E.
Kramer, Gerald C. Kuerra, Thomas A. Kuhlman, James C. Landon,
James R. Loch, Michael P. Markiewicz, Edward G. Massman,
Medal Winners
Victor P. Mechley, Donald J.
(Continued
from Page 1)
Mersch, Fred D. McBride, Richard J. O'Donnell, Frank J. Peter- Dayton, and the Chase College
lin, Thomas J. Queenan; Richard of Law, and also an honorary
H. Rensing, Daniel E. Ryan, Doctor of Laws degree from
Thomas J. Rupley, Jack Schaffer, Dayton. His activity in civic and
Ronald J. Scherther, Anthony B. legal organizations .have resulted
Schmitt, Kenneth J. Schneider, in his acquiring many respected
James J. Sicking, David G. Ste- positions: president of the Ohio
vens, Richard E. Strenk, William Deposit and Guarantee Fund,
A. Stricker, William L. Sullivan, past president of the Public
Francis X. Tartaron, James R. Recreation Commission and the
Tasto, Terrence P. Toepker, Rob- Union Board of High Schools,
ert Tomoff, Richard D. Vanek, and an officer and director in
Joseph P. Viviano, J. Michael many other corporation,s. Mr.
Wagner, James Wessel, David P. Becker is married and the father
Wells, Robert Young, Edward C. of three children.
Zepf, James K. Zirkel, Paul J.
Zook, Jack Reichert.
·

The TV Viewer.

Masque Society

(Continued from Page 2)

(Continued from Page 1)

command of a director.
It might be fairly interesting
to inform the brass at N.B.C.
that the ·bulk of the viewing
public do not live in the Bronx.
They seem to forget there are

Vanek the Production Manager.
Jerry Simon will play the
male lead of Petruchio, and Kay
Steelman the title role of Kath-

Midwesterners with whom this
Bronxy humor idea just doesn't
go. In the case in point, Mary
Martin could have been more at
home in her hill-billy dialect,
but instead she played to the
New York cheap seats. Oh well,
"It's a great big country"-1
guess we need a Pontiac to see
it all.

Frenchies Offer
Dancing Lessons
Le Club Parisien, the new
name for the French Club,
announces the election of its
officers. Named to the command
posts were Harry Blair, president; Art Secour, secretary; Ed
Menes, treasurer;· and Jim Vonderhaar, social chairman. Among
the activities slated for this club
are dancing lessons which will
begin Sunday, Dec. 8, at 6: 30 in
the Cash Room. Another announcement of prime importance
is that the Christmas Social of
Le Parisien Club will be held
on Dec. 12, at 7: 30 in the Student Activities Room of North
Hall. Present at this social will
be young ladies from Mt. St.
Joseph College and Our Lady
of Cincinnati, Edgecliff College.

TUXEDO
RENTAL

Down Front
(Continued from Page 2)
browed Elvis Presley whom the
family was supporting-the dog
howled from ·the first chord to
the last.

(Continued from Page 1)
ver, and Loyola University of
Chicago.

·Xavier's debaters participated
Undoubtedly the movie was in- in four rounds of debate on Fritended to be a farce, but evea, day and two more on Saturday
farces must have some technique, momlng. The results were anjust as not anyone ean be a good nounced at the eoncludlng banclown. If the purpose of this ' quet on Saturday. Brlslane and
movie was to convey ANY kind Fehr won five out of six debates,
of message, · however slight, I& and had the highest point score
was the most extended disaster for an affirmative team. Loyola
since Jwo Jlma; if, on the other University of Chicago won the
hand, the purpose was purely trophy for the best negative team.
entertainment, this is just another
This was the second win of the
example of the end being vitiated year for Xavier debaters. On
by the means.
November 9, a four-man tetlm

Some of the more sensitive
viewers may by this Annum have
become somewhat weary of Miss
Allyson's vocal attempts to imitate a fourteen-year-old's voice
change. Perhaps equally tiring is
the much-wed Miss Gabor's consistent portrayal of her own philosophy Qf life at every cinematic
opportunity. The directing attempt to play the deft Mr. Niven
contrapuntally to these and other
couthless personages was about
as successful as gilding a grizzly
bear-it's still a fearsome thing
bearing down upon you.
In· summation, glittering stupidity and occasional quiet wit
just about nullify each other,
producing a vector sum of zero.
In summation of the summation, if you were going to see
any !povie downtown this week,
stay home and drink and discuss
philosophy.
In summation of everything,
Ertnog.

*
LAND~N,

Philopedians Win
Regional Tournament

LTD. ·

606 J'ine St.
PArkway l-'J3'5

won the Tau Kappa Alpha Regional Debate Tour,pament at the
University of Kentucky. With •
several more tournaments in the
near future, the Debating Society
can already look back on a successful semester. On the weekend
of December 14, Xavier will send
debate teams to New York, Pittsburgh, :and Otter.bein College for
tournaments.

Symphony Preview
(Continued from Page 2)

last September.
On first hearing, the music of
Sibelius might seem a little
strange to the ears, but his music
really is inspired. and has a beauty
all its own. ··It is no wonder that
he, is ranked as Finland's top
composer, as ~ell as being one
of the world's greatest composers.
His spirit was dominated by a
longing for Finland's freedom
from Russia. That spirit is forever captured in his tone poem,
which might be called the second
· national anthem of Finland, "Finlandia."

Sympathy ls extended to Fr.
John V. Mentag, S •.J., on the
November 18 death of bis sister,
Mrs. Rose Spychalskl of Michigan
City, Ind.

Only Viceroy gives you

20,000 FILTER TRAPS

FOR THAT SMOOTHER TASTE

Compare! Only Viceroy gives you 20,000 filter trapstwice as many as the other two Jargest-seJJing filter

brands-for that smoother taste!
P/us-finest·quality leaf tobacco, Deep.Cured golden
brown for extra smoothness!
Get Viceroy! Oet 20,000tUter traps,.farsmoothcrwter

.

,

